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I Wynbus and the Routing Company
Wynbus Inc. and The Routing Company have partnered to develop a proposal for on-demand, shared,
public transit shuttle services, operating in one of Victoria’s fastest growing outer-metropolitan cities,
Wyndham City.
Utilising The Routing Company’s technology, research, planning and mapping tools and the expertise of
The Routing Company’s personnel, both organisations have invested time over the last four months to
develop this joint proposal. The Routing Company has provided its resources, personnel, and proprietary
technology to this project at no cost.
The service proposed will provide Victoria’s first on-demand shared public transit shuttle service
without defined routes or timetables. Catching a shuttle within the proposed service area will be as
easy as using an app to order a taxi or rideshare car and will be affordable, reliable and efficient.
Wynbus and The Routing Company have sourced the resources and expertise of a specialist fleet operator
that will join the two organisations to deliver the proposed trial under the Wynbus banner.
This trial has been designed, utilising the learnings of other on-demand trials, undertaken in a number of
Australian and international jurisdictions. The Routing Company's personnel, Wynbus’s local knowledge
and community commitment and connections, and the proprietary routing engine and software will make
this Australia’s first and most successful on-demand public transit shuttle services.
Wynbus and The Routing Company are seeking the support of local, state, and Federal Government, and
the business and community sectors to part-fund a trial for three months in 2021.
It is open to funding partners and the Government to work with Wynbus and The Routing Company to
refine the proposed service areas and model and we welcome this opportunity.

1.1 Wynbus Inc.
Wynbus is a social enterprise established to provide affordable and inclusive on-demand mobility in
Wyndham City, Victoria, with a specific focus on ensuring that the needs of the disadvantaged and
disabled are met. Wynbus seeks to provide on-demand public transport in new growth areas and servicing
unmet demand. Wynbus seeks to invest its revenues into providing door-to-door shuttles for the people of
Wyndham, in particular the disabled, disadvantaged, elderly and infirm and citizens who have traditionally
found it hard to access public transit services.
Between August and October of 2019, Wynbus operated an initial trial of shared shuttle services in the
suburb of Point Cook. This trial was the first of its kind in Victoria, and was a grassroot community-driven
initiative designed and executed by the local community. The trial was funded by the Victorian Government
after being selected as a community-preferred project as part of the ‘PickmyProject’ Program. The project
was well received by the local community and outcomes shared with the Department of Transport.
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1.2 The Routing Company
The Routing Company is a transport technology company that was founded on the simple proposition that
efficiencies could be delivered to networks and better services delivered to customers if the technology
could handle multiple pick-ups and drop-offs, and do so better than any solution currently or previously on
the market.
Our technology, conceived at the world renowned Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has solved a
problem that other routing engines still struggle to overcome - how to deliver an effective and efficient
solution with multiple pick-ups and drop offs. The underlying mathematics developed by the Routing
Company's co-founders enables the technology to handle up to 14 individual pick up and drop offs, whilst
delivering fleet efficiency and certainly to customers.
To do this, the real-time routing engine constantly recalculates the optimal route for each vehicle on the
platform. This allows the fleet provider to operate the services with the lowest number of vehicles needed to
serve an existing rider base and increase the geographic area those vehicles can serve effectively. In the
long term, this means investment in smaller, more environmentally friendly fleets that are more cost
efficient to operate which will allow a greater number of services for the same outlay.
Until now public transit agencies have been having the wrong conversations, and have been considering
the wrong strategic directions for public transit. The Routing Company’s solution fundamentally changes
the difficult future planning and budget considerations for local communities, State Governments and
fleets. Reducing services, cutting routes, and increasing passesenger costs are far too prevalent in the
strategic considerations for public transport. Our solution allows decision makers and funders to consider
service expansions, not service reductions, investment in new environmentally friendly fleets, and an
increase in the services and employment for fleet operators.
Moreover, the user-friendly design of The Routing Company’s driver application ensures that drivers can
safely transport passengers from A to B by providing a clear interface for quickly adding new passengers,
modifying trips and receiving clear, real-time guidance for navigation.
Similarly, to maximize the customer reach and enhance rider experience TRC offers its own rider mobile
application with planning, booking and payment functionalities. TRC also understands the need for
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integrating with existing customer interfaces provided by the public transport operators; therefore, TRC’s
platform is ready to integrate with existing booking apps and websites.
The Routing Company and Wynbus are excited about this opportunity, having already worked steadily over
the past four months to research, plan b and develop this proposal and the trial framework. Both
organisations have invested significant resources to the project thus far. The Routing Company’s
contributions thus far have been at no charge owing to Wynbus' status as a not for profit community
organisation.

1.2 Project background
Between August and October of 2019, Wynbus operated an initial trial of shared shuttle services in the
suburb of Point Cook. Following this trial and its evaluation Wynbus began planning for a further trial of
shuttle services in the Wyndham City region.
In August of 2020 Wynbus and the Routing Company signed a letter of intent to work together to develop a
larger trial of on-demand shared shuttle services, for a specific service area in the Wyndham City region.
Working together, utilising Wynbus’s local knowledge and The Routing Company’s technology and tools,
both organisations have developed a proposal for a 3 month trial (12-week trial) of on-demand shuttle
services to operate in the Wyndham City region. The Routing Company has invested its time, resources and
personnel during the planning phases of this project at no costs to Wynbus and has made this contribution
to support Wynbus’s community focus.
Wynbus has agreed to use The Routing Company’s software and routing engine, and its consumer-facing
passenger app and driver app for the duration of the trial.
A fleet partner will be contracted to supply the vehicles and drivers.
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II On-Demand Shuttle Service in Wyndham City
2. 1 Proposed Trial Length
Wynbus and The Routing Company are proposing to operate a trial of on-demand shuttle services in a
defined area, for a period of 12 weeks in 2021.

2. 2 Trial Governance

2. 3 Proposed service area
Wynbus proposes to cover the following suburbs with an on-demand public transit shuttle service.
●
●
●
●
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Point Cook
Hoppers Crossing
Tarneit
Werribee (Part)
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The areas chosen are those with large residential populations that experience difficulty in travelling within
the area or to major public transport interchanges without the use of a private car or other forms of
transport. This trial area proposes to service the community linking the populations in the service area
with major destinations like hospitals, university campuses, schools and vocational learning, major services,
shopping centres and amenities and many of the facilities of the City of Wyndham, including the Civic
Centre.
Covering the City of Wyndham has the potential to aid the Council in solving amenity issues and a lack of
parking for staff. Using the Wynbus service, employees of the Wyndham City Council that live in the service
area can utilise the shuttle service to get to and from work. Those Wyndham City employees that live
outside of the service area will be able to use public transport and use Wynbus to travel the last part of their
journey from a train station to the Civic Centre. This offers the opportunity to reduce private car use by
Wyndham City employees and visitors to the Civic Centre, and increase patronage on existing public
transport services, while freeing up much-needed car parking space and solving the issue of illegally parked
cars on the highway and surrounding streets.
Similarly, employees of other major employers could be encouraged through partnerships with those
businesses, to use the service or a combination of the service with existing public transit, thus reducing
private car use.
The estimated population size for the service area is approximately 130,000 people residents.
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2.4 Number of Shuttles and Drivers
Services will operate from 07::00 am to 10:00 pm.
●
●
●
●

07:00am to x 09:30am (peak)
09:30am to 4:30pm (off peak)
4:30pm to 8pm (afternoon peak)
8:00pm to 10pm (evening)

The maximum number of vehicles proposed to operate during peak hours is between 8 and 10. Preference
is for smaller 14 seater vehicles depending on demand.

2.5 Fleet partner
A fleet partner will be engaged to deliver the services and to supply trained and accredited drivers and
appropriate fleet. Wynbus and The Routing Company are working with a proposed fleet partner, Con-x-ion
(https://www.con-x-ion.com which supplies shuttles for airport services across Australia.

2.5.1 Getting Victorians back to work
Owing to the reduction in tourist related travel and the unlikely resumption of international air-travel in the
near future, this proposed trial has the potential to use fleet assets which have become dormant. This will
have a flow on effect to other industries that service the fleet assets. The trial also offers the potential
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opportunity of employment and economic engagement for shuttle drivers who have been without
employment owing to the lack of domestic and international air travel.
The trial will allow drivers to be engaged who have suffered substantially reduced incomes, owing to the
reductions in domestic and international air travel and the lack of airport shuttle services, Victorians who
lost their jobs and, most notably, won’t see a return of those income generating opportunities until air travel
resumes at pre-covid pandemic levels, will have the opportunity to earn an income sooner via the proposed
Wynbus trial.

2.6 What the consumer can expect
Consumers will be asked to download The Routing Company’’s passenger app from the app-store. The
consumer facing app is called Pingo. Consumers can download the app directly via the app stores or by
following links on the Wynbus website and social media pages.
Once downloaded and installed users will enter their details similarly to other rideshare, taxi and personal
transport apps. Passengers will be able to request a ride anywhere within the defined service area and set a
drop-off point anywhere within the service same area.
Passengers will be shown a total wait time, and a total time to destination, so they can be assured that the
shuttles will be reliable and deliver them to their required destinations on time. This is particularly
important for morning and evening travel and connections with other public transit services. For problems
or complaints or other issues, the fleet partner will operate a telephone number and users will also be able
to use in-app help and contact features.
For a full overview of the rider and driver apps, see Appendix A.
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2.7 Accessibility
Wynbus and The Routing Company aim to make the service as accessible as possible and deliver a truly
on-demand public transit service to people who use wheelchairs or other mobility aids and vehicles.
A number of the proposed fleet of 8-10 shuttles will be wheelchair compliant and drivers will be
appropriately trained. A wheelchair and mobility compliant vehicle will be operational during all service
hours of the proposed pilot.
Users will be able to request a wheelchair ride utilising a special view in the consumer app and one of the
vehicles capable of providing the service will be routed to them.
Marketing and engagement with accessibility user groups in the service area will ensure effective utilisation
of the service.

2.8 Milestone planning
As presented in Section 1.3, TRC proposes the deployment of its technology in 3 separate stages. The details
of what is delivered in each stage is presented in Section 1.3. The high level overview of the milestone
planning is presented in the table below:
Project stage

Stage 1:

Stage 2:

Stage 3:

Duration

Deliverables

August to October

Letter of Agreement between Wynbus and
The Routing Company to dedicate three
months, time resources and personnel to plan
and develop a trial proposal

December

December - onwards

Finalisation of proposal
Commercial agreement between Wynbus,
The Routing Company and Con-x-ion
detailing roles and service deliverables

Stakeholder engagement and funding
support sought
Launch planning
Marketing development and engagement
Advertising and Media

Stage 5`

Month 1 - Month 2

Stage 6

Month 3 - Month 6

Launch and Operation 12 weeks

Stage 7

Review post implementation

Review and report against KPIs sharing with
stakeholders
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III Draft costings
Wynbus is seeking support from all levels of government (Local, State and Federal) and the business
community and other important community stakeholders to fund the pilot. The Routing Company has
supplied its expertise, technology and personnel to research and develop the pilot at no cost.
Some cost recovery is proposed via a $2.50 (+ GST) per trip charge to consumers, which when compared to
the costs of a one way trip via existing public transport. ($4.30) is well below that cost,
To operate an effective trial covering set-up, management and oversight, contracting of fleet operations,
customisation of technology and marketing and advertising Wynbus is seeking funding support to assist it
and its partners to operate the trial. Funding will be sought from State, Local, and Federal Governments,
local business community, stakeholders and sponsors.
Branding and co-location opportunities on the vehicles and materials will be available, as well as on social
media and print and traditional media.
Budget and specific service area will be influenced by funding partners. Funding partners have the
ability to influence the service area, the design of the service, the timing of the trial and the measures
of success and key performance indicators.

IV Marketing and Advertising
Wynbus and TRC intend on implementing a suite of user attraction activities to ensure a successful pilot
and engage the local community. This will also aid in demand and operational planning.

4.1 Pre Launch
●
●
●
●
●
●

Mail to households in the service area
Targeted social media posts to those living or working in the area
Emails from partners and stakeholders to their networks (employees, members etc)
Print advertising in local newspapers & ads in Online channels
Utilise newsletters of partners and stakeholders
On the ground teams at train stations, shopping centres engaging and briefing the community

4.2 Launch
●
●

Utilise print, television, and radio news media for an official launch
Possible provision of free credit to first-time users

4.3 On-going
●
●
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Daily demand and use analysis
Targeted social media posts to high user demographics
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●
●
●

Emails and SMS following up first time users to prompt and encourage ongoing use
The utilisation of partner channels
Midstream media - in the middle of the trial provision of data points to media outlets on usage,
demographics and other key facts to generate further news media exposure

V Covid Safety and Community Vaccination support
Supporting the roll out of the Covid Vaccine.
Wynbus and The Routing Company recognise the role that safe, reliable, accessible and affordable
transport will play in assisting government, council and public health officials to ensure that
Victorians take up the Covid vaccination program.
Wynbus and The Routing Company believe that strong corporate and service partnerships can
support the public health messaging and facilitate cost effective and reliable travel to vaccination
centres which will boost the public confidence and take up the scheme.
Wynbus is willing to offer citizens in Wyndham City a free credit using the service to travel to and
from a Vaccination Centre for the purpose of being vaccinated. Providing a credit that will allow
passengers to travel for free and request a door to door service should help achieve the Council
and Government’s public health goals. In addition we are willing to use our communication
channels with users and supporters to disseminate information on behalf of government and
public health officials about the vaccination program.
Covid Safety
●
●
●
●
●
●

12- 14 seater vans with social distancing and a reduced capacity of 7 people
Communication of COVID safety precautions to riders
Advanced contact tracing
Contactless payment
Sanitiser dispensers in the vehicle.
Dynamically plan enhanced cleaning 2+ times a day

VII Driving economic recovery in Wyndham
This proposed trial has the potential to aid post-covid economic recovery and support local initiatives.
Wyndham City has embraced the Victorian Government’s Outdoor Eating and Entertainment package by
establishing pop-up zones and precincts for local business to operate hospitality and entertainment
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services. The provision of a reliable on-demand shuttle service at an affordable price has the potential to
underpin the economic recovery desired during this period. It will help stimulate the growth of local
employment opportunities in the retail, hospitality and entertainment industries.
The availability of easy and affordable transport alternatives to private car use will help to encourage the
community to dine out locally during these warmer months and take advantage of a safe ride home whilst
increasing the average spend. There is also a public health and social benefit by reducing the potential for
drink driving via the provision of easy and affordable on-demand public transit that is not hamstrung by
traditional timetables and routes and which can service the specific needs of every user by taking
advantage of The Routing Company’s industry-leading technology.

VIII Draft Key performance indicators for the trial

KPI

Milestone and Detail

Notes

Evaluation Metric

KPI 1 - Patronage

500 unique trips per
week initial patronage

Ongoing analysis of
daily use patterns ‘
Utilization of
marketing to target
demographics and
repeat users
Aggressive
community
engagement 3 and
information

Number of trips
Number of unique
riders
Average monthly trips
per rider
Number of recurring
riders
Monthly rider growth

Patronage increases
week on week.

KPI 2 - Service
Quality

KPI 3 - Fleet
Efficiency
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Trips on time

Average & maximum
waiting time
Average & maximum
delay
Rider cancellations
Service up-time
Service rate
Number of shared
trips
Average vehicle
occupancy
Deadheading time
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KPI 4 - Customer
Satisfaction

KPI 5 - Economics

User surveys - Survey
Monkey after certain
number of trips

Feedback rating
App rating
Rider cancellations
Recurring riders

Within or better than
budget
All funding sources
attainted
Sponsorships
Costs reduced

IX Corporate support.
In addition to funding support from Local, State and Federal Government, Wynbus is seeking
interest from interested corporate partners willing to support this first of its kind initiative in
VIctoria.
Some examples of opportunities which may be monetary or in-kind and the provision of services
(these are not limited and we are open to discussing any ideas) could support this initiative:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Naming rights Partner (Wynbus - brought to you by ********)
Launch Partner - naming rights to the launch event and launch day
Exclusive Mobile Telecommunications Partner
Exclusive Media Partner
Exclusive Development Partner - Wynbus and ******* Supporting local residential and
commercial development
Exclusive Marketing Partner
Exclusive Covid Vaccine Free rides partner - Free rides to and from your covid
vaccinations brought to you by *********
Covid Safe Partner - Provision of hand sanitising units inside vehicles and affixed to
the outside of the vehicles
Charging Station partner - Providing branded charging stations for passenger use in
vehicles
Fleet branding partner - opportunity to brand Wynbus fleet
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All partnership options will receive branding opportunities in marketing communications and
social media engagement.
If you would like to discuss one of the above ideas or propose an alternative proposal for
organisation to support the Wynbus Trial please contact:
Senthill Sundaram
Wynbus
M: 0438 037 780
E: senthill@wynbus.org.au

or

Brad Kitschke
The Routing Company
M: 0403 809 630
E: brad@theroutingcompany.com.

X Next Steps
Your financial and in kind support is sought so that this trial can proceed. Wynbus and its
partners are seeking contributions from local, state and federal government, the business
community, sponsors and interested stakeholders.
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